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     The Canary 

   package costs

£225 and the on-

going monitoring 

   cost is £12.50

      per month* 

Welcome to Canary
Canary is a simply brilliant way to help people 

continue to live in their own homes for longer�

info@@canarycare..co..uk canarycare..co..uk 01865 408366
* +VAT where applicable



Canary allows you to see at a glance if 
everything is at it should be

Canary allows you to see at a glance� 

on a webpage via a mobile or laptop� if 

everything is as it should be.� 

For example� if the person you care for:

 � is safely out of bed�and has started

their day at the usual time

 � has visited the kitchen at breakfast, 

lunch and in the evening

 � is in the living room for most of the day� 

and regularly visits the bathroom 

 � goes off to the bedroom at the usual 

time in the evening

and  

 � if the house is warm enou  not gh... but

too hot 

 � if� a visitor, eg� the cleaner or a carer 

has visited as expected

If anything out of the ordinary does occur 

Canary will text or email you so that you  

can check that everything is ok. �

Canary monitors many normal daily  

    activities� using di screet sensors placed 

around the home� to check that everything 
is as it shoul   Canary manages all of  d be.
its internal and external messages using   

wireless and mobile phone technology  

so you don�t need to worry about phone 
lines or internet connections   Canary does� .
not use cameras or microphones so no one  

Canary has been designed to be very easy 

to install without any professional help:

 � All you need to do is plug in the hub,

place the sensors around the home� 

log�in to your webpage and you’re done!

� 

How will Canary help� How Canary works Setting up Canary

– 

“We’re getting on really well, I use Canary
to check first thing in the morning and at
teatime – just to see that everything’s ok.
It’s easy to use and it gives peace of 
mind without being intrusive to my Mum”     

Julie O, Chester
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can be seen or heard.�

Katie H, Edinburgh

“I could not recommend Canary more 
highly, it is such a  helpful system for all 
the family and helps to reassure us daily. 
Phone calls are now more about a nice 
conversation and catch up rather than 
‘checking in’ to see that Grandpa is OK”


